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ABSTRACT
Over the past few decades, organizations have developed workplace teams that are multi-faceted, diverse and classified or divided by objective. These teams are essentially turning out to be instrumental in innovation and change in organizations. One such work team that has evoked interest in the recent past is the self-managed team. The design, structure and performance of self-managed teams varies from the other teams significantly. Nevertheless, these teams like the other workplace teams share common benefits such as increased knowledge and skills, synergy and commitment. The main difference lies in the way these teams work. The objective of this research paper is to study the way the self-managed teams are formed and assess their performance and finally derive the implications in implementing them in today’s modern organizations.

INTRODUCTION
A self-managed team is a group responsible for all aspects of producing the complete product or delivering a service [8]. In traditional format of work teams, tasks are assigned to the team members depending on their specialized skills or the functional department within which they work whereas the self-managed teams are not considered a traditional management style. In self-managed teams, members are responsible not only for executing the work but also for monitoring and managing their own work [9]. The roles within self-managed teams are much more fluid than in hierarchical teams. The team members have increased discretion over their work, which can lead to greater motivation and improved performance. Overall, recent studies indicate that substantive participation in the form of self-managed work teams has clear benefits. Organizations that offer flexibility, promote the employees’ intellectual-creative capabilities and that want the teams to be the decision makers, are adopting the design of self-managed teams as a management practice of choice [15]. Surveys indicate that 68% to 70% of Fortune 1000 companies are using such teams [15]. It is observed that worker autonomy enhances worker attitudes, behaviors, and performance whether measured objectively or rated subjectively by team members [10]. Researchers on this subject also agree that this structure increases team effectiveness while few other researchers have a different opinion [16]. Planning, preparation, ongoing communication and follow-up are all necessary for the effectiveness of self-managed teams. For a self-managed team to remain successful, it is essential that the team members must be tolerant of errors and allow for learning. Another crucial factor is trust within the team and between the team and different groups of the organization. Our research investigates the implications in implementing self-managed teams in organizations. The four questions that form the basis of this research are, 1. How are the self-managed teams formed? 2. What are the advantages of self-managed teams? 3. What are the challenges self-managed teams face? and 4. How is the performance of these teams assessed? In addition to focusing on these questions, we provide the results that include examples of organizations which have adopted the structure of self-managed teams.

RESEARCH METHOD
The proposed article uses Literature Review as the research method which involves study of various academic articles, journals and case studies. We performed a literature review over a multitude of topics that focused on formation of self-managed teams, the conflicts that emerge among peers, peer evaluation, rotated leadership, performance assessment and the factors that lead to their success which in turn benefits the organizations.
LITERATURE REVIEW

**A development model for Self-Managed Teams:**

Self-managed teams require maximum autonomy, and therefore rely on being set up properly. In some ways, employees may have to be trained out of the traditional method of working. A prescriptive model has been developed for management to use in team development [1]. This model is based on the experience of implementing self-managed work teams in Dutch companies, in which self-managed teams have had some success. The model is based on three basic principles:

1. From simple to complex. Over time, the number of tasks go from simple to complex team. This is a gradual process, and starts with a small number of simple tasks. Depending on the particular situation and the progress made, a larger number and more complex managerial tasks can be assigned. By this process, the level of autonomy increases and the team members can get used to the accountability and responsibility [1].

2. From the individual to the team level. Initially, the work is done individually, and the feeling of being a team member hasn’t developed. In the beginning, the team leader has to approach team members as individuals. The process of empowering starts by teaching individual team members to regulate their own work processes. In a later phase, they can be assigned managerial tasks that are needed for the team [1].

3. Strike a balance between employees' and organizational interests. An effective self-directed work team is oriented towards improving organizational efficacy. In the Dutch socio-technical vision, an important way of realizing this is to make sure that employees can handle their own work processes as independently as possible and are not frustrated by organizational constraints in their attempts to work effectively. At the same time, this means that employees enjoy a lot of room for decision making, which is seen as the most important job characteristic of the quality of working life. From this point of view, employees’ and organizational interests go hand in hand and cannot be separated [1].

When setting up a self-managed team, personality has been studied as well. Management must find the optimum personality type for a member of a self-managed team. The five-factor model has become the standard for personality, after decades of research [2]. Five stable dimensions have emerged and are considered the standard extraversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness to experience [2]. Conscientiousness is arguably the most significant predictor of workplace performance [11]. This aspect will include individual differences in planning, organizing, and executing tasks. Conscientiousness is positively related to the careful and thorough accomplishing of tasks on the job [12]. Individuals high in conscientiousness have a strong sense of purpose, obligation and persistence which helped them to perform better than those who were low in conscientiousness [13].

The second most important factor would be Locus of Control [2]. An individual with an internal locus of control believes that his or her life outcomes are the result of internal factors such as hard work. Someone with an external locus of control believes that events are controlled by luck or other external phenomena [2].

Four phases are distinguished in the development of the model for self-managed teams [1].

**Phase 1:** Bundling of individuals: Once the technical conditions for implementing teamwork have been set, team members have to be trained to become multi-skilled workers. Furthermore, being able to conduct a variety of tasks and provide a significant contribution to the overall production process is held to appeal to people's sense of craftsmanship. Finally, investing in their training signals to employees that things are really changing and that the change process is taken seriously [1].
Phase 2: Group: The second phase focuses on integrating various organizing and supporting tasks into the team. The process cannot be planned in detail, but tends to progress gradually, but continuously. Team members become involved in activities such as maintenance, quality control, production planning, safety, and dealing with absenteeism. Furthermore, team members need additional training. Team leaders and staff play an important role in the training sessions [1].

Phase 3: Team: The first two phases laid the basis to work autonomously. In the third phase, the emphasis shifts on working together without the direct intervention of managers. This entails solving conflicts between team members and consensual decision making. The appraisal of the team's results becomes the responsibility of the team itself. The team negotiates with management about the results to be reached and by what performance indicators (which can be influenced by the team) these results are measured. The team is given a budget to realize the negotiated performance, but can decide for itself how to reach this [1].

Phase 4: Open team: In the fourth and final phase, the focus is on getting involved in contractual relationships with internal and external customers and partners. The team deals directly with clients and suppliers. A few times a year contracts are drafted and reviewed with the help of specialists in the supporting staff. Examples of issues to be included in such contracts are the costs of supporting services and delivery terms [1].

Benefits of having Self-Managed Teams

In self-managed teams, the members have greater ownership of all the activities involved in producing the end product or delivering the service to the customer [3]. Management and the technical responsibilities are shared by the team members. Therefore, decisions made by such teams are more effective. The external leaders are a link between a self-managed team and the other wider part of the organization [3]. They have the ability to act more strategically, develop their teams with purpose and are often freed from many management tasks. The benefits of self-managed teams include:

- **Cost savings**: Organizations such as RCAR Electronics in the USA reported annual savings of $10 million following the implementation of self-managed teams.
- **Innovation**: Team members have the freedom to review and improve working practices.
- **Effective decision making**: Self-managed teams can develop quicker or more effective decision-making skills.
- **Increased productivity**: Teams work towards a common goal and are responsible for their own actions. When successful, self-managed teams can be 15–20 per cent more productive than other types of teams.
- **Improved customer satisfaction**: Self-managed teams benefit organizational performance through improved sales figures and customer service. Companies have reported significantly lower customer returns and complaints.
- **Commitment**: Team members can become more involved in projects as a direct result of having increased autonomy and responsibility.
- **Motivation**: Team members have shared or equal responsibility so members are accountable for their actions.
- **Increased compatibility between employers and employees**: Self-managed teams can relieve stress for the leader, who is then able to concentrate on other tasks. The team is mutually supportive and members learn from each other instead of approaching the team leader for advice [3].
• **Conflicts resolved internally:** Self-managed teams can be useful if a business has difficulties with employee satisfaction and retention of staff. With greater scope and responsibilities, individuals find greater happiness in their employment, and when emotional difficulties arise are more empowered to find a solution from within their team. The need for an external mediator can still be required when philosophical disputes arise, however this is to be expected when you move to a more leadership and self-managed team culture within your business [3].

• **Identifies skills weakness:** Self-managed teams are also quicker at identifying when there’s a skills and knowledge gap in your business. Through their problem solving and task delegation processes, self-managed teams are able to quickly identify when there just isn’t enough information or local knowledge to get something achieved. Making it much easier to identify skills and knowledge that needs to be recruited into the business when the time comes to grow your headcount [3].

**Challenges faced by Self-Managed teams**

Self-managed teams have an advantage of increased flexibility in adapting to a diverse set of tasks, situations and conditions [5]. But this could also be limiting and dysfunctional. The conflicts within such teams when associated with lower intra-team trust, may influence the team structure by two factors: a. reducing individual autonomy and b. loosening task interdependencies in teams.

This leads to a less ideal design of self-managed teams. The conflicts in self-managed teams are categorized into two types: task conflict and relationship conflict [5]. A conflict that is signified by a disagreement among the team members about their decisions, ideas and opinions including controversy over the best way to achieve a goal or an objective of the team, then it is defined as the task conflict. The second type of conflict is the Relationship conflict which is defined as the perception of interpersonal incompatibility, and characterized by animosity, tension, and annoyance among members which also negatively affects trust. A third type of conflict, process conflict is defined as an awareness of controversies about how task accomplishment should proceed, how to delegate work assignments, and who has responsibility for different group tasks [17]. Apart from the three types of conflicts discussed, there are two more types of conflicts called the inter-sender conflict and resource related conflict [4]. When a person perceives incompatible requests from two or more people or when a received request conflicts with an organizational policy or standard, then it is termed as an inter-sender conflict. This impacts a more comprehensive set of responsibilities and decisions and weakens individuals' team commitment in different ways [4]. Resource-related conflict is another conflict which occurs when there is a conflict between defined role behaviors and the resources required to perform them [4]. Insufficient material resources are often a major impediment to the performance of self-directed work teams and cannot be overcome through simply clarifying other role-related issues. The company provides resources such as raw materials and supplies, and employees apply labor, knowledge, skills, abilities to change raw materials into goods and services desired by the company. If required resources are not available, employees cannot produce output required to meet personal, team, and company objectives [4].

**Effects of Peer Evaluation and Rotated Leadership on Effectiveness**

As we have seen so far, self-managed teams are designed differently, and this has important implications when trying to evaluate its effectiveness. In this objective, the first element that will be analyzed concerns the way in which team members’ performance is assessed and rewarded through peer evaluations.
The second element concerns the nature of team leadership. If the leadership responsibilities are rotated among team members, a climate of shared leadership may be fostered and this should promote effective performance [22].

Effectiveness will be evaluated through the influence that these elements have on three team processes: workload sharing, voice, and cooperation.

Workload sharing reflects the extent to which members of a team do a fair share of the work [18]. Doing this maintains equity norms, social responsibility norms, and norms of reciprocity [19]. Therefore, team member satisfaction should be higher in teams where this process is high.

Voice reflects the extent to which people speak up and offer constructive suggestions for change [20]. The level of voice in a team is related to member satisfaction as people tend to be more pleased when they are able to express their ideas and suggestions [21].

Cooperation refers to the quality of interaction among members of a team [18]. The positive relationship between cooperation and team performance is attributed to the notion that cooperation promotes the integration of members’ task-focused inputs [9]. Team members are fulfilled in the sense that their social needs are satisfied when interpersonal relationships are positive [18].

**DISCUSSION**

Based on the literature review for the structure of self-managed teams, a model for self-managed teams is developed as shown in the figure below taking into consideration the aspects of forming the self-managed team around an objective, clearly define the desired result, define the processes needed to get that result. Then set metrics for steps in the process and after approval, run the model.

---

Figure: A development model for Self-managed team
The task and relationship conflicts have significant potential to damage trust and the team members experiencing this always believe that their own decisions are correct and they end up questioning the competencies of those who disagree with them. This results in serious trust issues and reflects that the team members do not share mutual understanding and do not appreciate each other which finally undermining trust. They end up perceiving people whom they dislike as being less likely to be helpful or less cooperative when it is necessary. The inter-sender conflicts project inconsistent team values and reduces the chances of the values be accepted by all, leaving the team members confused about the team goals. When goals are not specific, there is confusion on how to perform team tasks, lowering expectancy that effort will lead to successful task completion and, in turn, this lessens the willingness to put efforts. In a self-directed work-team environment, the two primary sources of information are the facilitators and team members. Due to inter-sender conflict the interaction between individuals and the source of the conflict becomes less pleasant and uncertainty and stress prevails. Lack of resources in resource conflict interrupts the exchange relationship between employees and the company. Employees perceive that the company has failed the reciprocity norm by its inability to respond to, or reciprocate for, previous employee efforts. With the exchange cycle interrupted, employees may feel freed from the responsibility of reciprocation and they are unable to reciprocate and the development of commitment associated with reciprocation does not take place.

Performance of self-managed teams is assessed by analyzing the correlation that peer evaluation and rotated leadership have with three team processes: workload sharing, voice, and cooperation; and how this relationship affects task performance and member satisfaction.

By nature, we tend to put less effort in carrying out a group task than an individual one. Perhaps we rely on other team members’ initiative to get the work done; however, if all members have the same perception, the task will be underachieved. A way to overcome this common practice, and therefore to increase workload sharing, is by implementing peer evaluation and praising good performance with rewards. In addition, it is important for all members to rotate the leadership role throughout the life of the team. By sharing this responsibility, each leader will acknowledge his participation in the team’s success. In regards to the second attribute, voice is promoted through peer evaluations by evaluating members’ contributions in a task. A positive outcome of this communication process is that many thoughts and suggestions come into play in considering new ways of approaching a problem. Similarly, rotated leadership will help team members gain experience and confidence in expressing themselves when facing challenging situations. Finally, peer evaluations make team members accountable to one another which promotes a more supportive context. Peers want to be perceived as team players, and therefore their interactions will reflect cooperation. It has been demonstrated that peer evaluations had a positive impact on team members’ perception of open communication, group viability, and member relationships [18]. In the same way, when team members rotate the leadership role, each of them experiences the difficulties and challenges that this responsibility represents, and they become more empathetic and cooperative to each other.

Self-managed teams are a proven success in most of the organizations. By resolving the conflicts discussed above, they could be the future of most businesses [25]. This is because, it is not just the team, but the ownership that motivates everyone. A self-managed team shares the responsibilities and not just the tasks [25]. Apart from this there are benefits in terms of cost savings, innovation, effective decision making and improved customer satisfaction. Overall, the studies indicate that substantive participation in the form of self-managed work teams has clear benefits. Worker autonomy enhances worker attitudes, behaviors, and performance whether measured objectively or rated subjectively by team members. As a result, the organizations grow faster, are more productive and more profitable,
have lower turnover, and have increased longevity [23]. As more and more owners and investors see the numbers, they will demand that other organizations move in this direction [23].

RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
The studies of the past six years tend to be consistent with the findings of recent reviews that examined the literature of the past thirty years. In a meta-analysis of 131 North American field studies involving organizational change, it has been determined that autonomous and semiautonomous teams had a significant effect on an organization's financial and overall performance, while other team configurations like quality circles, general work teams, and employee involvement teams did not [5]. BusinessWeek recently reported that self-directed work teams are, on average, 30 to 50 percent more productive than their conventional counterparts [6]. Examples of organizations that attribute major productivity results to the advantages of self-directed work teams:

- AT&T -- Increased the quality of its operator service by 12 percent.
- Federal Express -- Cut service errors by 13 percent.
- Johnson & Johnson -- Achieved inventory reductions of $6 million.
- Shenandoah Life Insurance -- Cut staffing needs, saving $200,000 per year, while handling a 33-percent greater volume of work.
- 3M's Hutchinson facility -- Increased production gains by 300 percent.

Furthermore, when implementing self-managed teams, it is important to note the research results on the ideal employee. Internal locus of control was a significant predictor of good performance under the self-managed style [2]. This suggests that before implementing, individuals should be screened for locus of control. This finding is consistent with previous research on locus of control. For example, internal locus of control was found to be a significant predictor of timely graduation among college students [14]. Surprisingly, conscientiousness was not a significant correlate of performance [2].

The major obstacle to self-management, is thought to be people, especially managers. The most important requirement for self-management success is conviction and commitment of top management [24]. True and genuine self-management cannot happen if there are bosses or supervisors around and there needs to be a clear choice of who wants to self-manage and who doesn't. Self-managed teams happen only if readiness is there on both sides [24].

CONCLUSION
This research paper explored implications of self-managed teams in an organization. The research overwhelmingly shows that self-managed teams can be more effective than the traditional team structure. Furthermore, self-management leads to employee satisfaction and leader development. But there are conflicts that cannot be overlooked. These conflicts could be resolved by the self-managed teams by prioritizing accountability over blame, quantify the impact of the problem and finally encourage openness to productive conflicts. Therefore, employee involvement plays a major role in this context. Further research should look into how to implement these types of teams in a cross functional work environment. For the functioning of multi-disciplinary projects, the individually focused self-managed teams have to form integrated groups and therefore one must be careful in applying the self-management concepts at the collective level. The next stage would be exploring this type of structure with global and virtual teams.
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